
Field Organizer

This is an open position with One House Strategies, a one-stop-shop political firm
based in Nebraska.

Company Background:

One House Strategies was recently founded by Nebraska based political operatives Meg
Mandy and Brandon Bayer. Mandy and Bayer have a combined experience of nearly three
decades working in government and running initiative and Democratic candidate campaigns at
the federal, state, and local levels.

Position Summary:

We believe that co-creating each position to fit the skills, experience and interest of the right
candidate is key to successfully tackling some of the big challenges we aim to solve as a team.
Please consider the below description as a guide to what we’re looking for, but not a
prescription. If you think you’d be a great addition, we want to hear from you!

One House Strategies is seeking Field Organizers to work on candidate campaigns. Field
Organizers will be responsible for recruiting and organizing volunteers to assist in direct voter
contact, walking in parades, yard sign assembly and distribution, and other activities as needed
by the campaign. Organizers will also have direct voter contact goals that they must hit,
primarily through door-to-door canvassing as weather allows.

These positions are part-time, typically 15-20 hours per week. In some cases, we may be able
to accommodate more hours. We currently have openings for organizers in Bellevue, Grand
Island, Lincoln, and Omaha, with more coming soon.



Duties & Areas of Activity:

● 15% Volunteer Recruitment and Management
○ Work directly with the candidate and campaign manager to recruit and manage

volunteers, events, and other functions as needed
● 80% Direct Voter Contact

○ Meet direct voter contact goals, mostly through door-to-door canvassing as
weather and daylight hours permit.

○ Meet remaining goals using phone calls as needed.
○ Work with the campaign manager to ensure you are meeting your goals and the

campaign is hitting its overall direct voter contact goals.
● 5% Administrative

○ Record data, track progress, and pull new lists for yourself or volunteers.
○ Attend meetings, training sessions, or other activities with the campaign

manager(s).

Desired Qualifications:

● A basic understanding of Nebraska politics is desired.
● Ability to learn and follow talking points and have conversations.
● Prior experience or ability to quickly databases such as Slack, Google Docs, Sheets,

NGPVAN and Drive to organize workflow
● Strong organizational skills, communication skills, attention to detail, responsiveness,

and passion for the work
● Comfortable working long, irregular hours in a fast-paced environment under deadlines
● Ability to take initiative and work independently.
● Personal smartphone and reliable transportation is required.

Terms:
Start Date: Ongoing until positions are filled.
Compensation: $25/hr for English only; $28/hr if bilingual in English and Spanish
Locations: Bellevue, Grand Island, Lincoln, Omaha
Independent Contractor: These positions are temporary and you will work as an
independent contractor, giving you more flexibility to control your schedule.
Timeslots: Most shifts will be in the evenings or on the weekends



Application Process:

● Deadline to apply: Ongoing, until positions are filled
● To apply: Send a resume and references to brandon@onehousestrategies.com with a

brief statement of interest.

One House Strategies is an equal opportunity employer. We are committed to ensuring equal
opportunity employment regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual
orientation, marital status, age, disability, or veteran status.


